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It is shown that a one-point extension of a wild hereditary algebra with a regular
module is piecewise hereditary if and only if the one-point extension with
some Auslander]Reiten translate of the module is quasitilted. The Auslander]
Reiten structure of such piecewise hereditary one-point extensions is investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout, we fix a field k which is assumed to be algebraically closed
in Section 2. The categories we consider are locally finite abelian k-cate-
gories, i.e., abelian categories for which all homomorphism groups are
finite-dimensional k-vector spaces and the composition of morphisms is
k-bilinear. By abuse of terminology we will simply write abelian categories
for these. Our main examples are the categories A-mod of finitely gener-
ated left A-modules over a finite-dimensional k-algebra A where mor-
phisms are written from the right.
For the terminology and basic representation theoretical results used in
w x w xthis paper we refer to 1, 20 , for derived categories to 5, 22 , for tilting
w x w xtheory to 11 , and for special results on wild hereditary algebras to 16 .
b .If A is an abelian category, we denote by D A the bounded derived
category of complexes over A with the mth iterate of the shift functor
w x b .written as m . There is a canonical embedding of A into D A mapping
an object of A to the corresponding stalk complex concentrated in degree
0. We will identify A with its image under this embedding.
b .In the case of module categories, we simply write D A instead of
b . w xD A-mod . Following 10 we call an algebra A piecewise hereditary of type
b .H if there exists a hereditary abelian category H such that D A is
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b .triangle equivalent to D H . Any such triangle equivalence is connected
b . ?  ?bwith a tilting complex in D H , i.e., a complex T with Hom T ,D H .
?w x.  ?. b .T i s 0 for i / 0 such that add T generates D H as a triangulated
category. Piecewise hereditary algebras are precisely the endomorphism
algebras of tilting complexes in hereditary abelian categories, and if F:
b . b .  .D A “ D H is a triangle equivalence, the complex F A is a tiltingA
w xcomplex 7, 1.5 .
w xLenzing 18 has shown that the only connected noetherian hereditary
abelian categories that can occur in this situation are equivalent either to
 .H-mod for a hereditary k-algebra H or to a category coh X of coherent
w xsheaves over a weighted projective line X. In 7, 8 , Happel and Reiten
have given further restrictions for hereditary abelian categories with tilting
complexes that are not derived equivalent to a category of either type
 .H-mod or type coh X , and it is conjectured that up to derived equivalence
these two are indeed the only possible types.
Piecewise hereditary algebras are a generalization of quasitilted algebras
w x9 , i.e., algebras that are endomorphism algebras of tilting objects in
hereditary abelian categories. An object T g A is called a tilting object if
the following hold:
 .  .  .a The class T s Fac T of epimorphic images of objects in add T
is a torsion class that cogenerates A.
 .  .b Z g T is Ext-projective in T if and only if Z g add T .
 . i  .c If X g A with Ext T , X s 0 for all i G 0 then X s 0.A
w xIt was shown in 6 that for a hereditary abelian category A this is
 .  < 1  . 4equivalent to the statement that Fac T s Y Ext T , Y s 0 .A
b .Via the above-mentioned embedding A ¤ D A tilting objects can be
considered as special instances of tilting complexes; indeed if A is heredi-
b .tary an object T g A ; D A is a tilting object if and only if it is a tilting
w xcomplex 7, 1.4 .
 w x.While there are many results on quasitilted algebras cf. 6 , not much is
known so far about the properties of piecewise hereditary algebras and
their module categories.
In this paper, we investigate those piecewise hereditary algebras which
arise as one-point extensions of connected wild hereditary algebras.
Our first result shows that there are severe restrictions on the extension
module in this case, and that such algebras always occur in close relation
to one-point extensions that are already quasitilted:
THEOREM 1. Let A be a connected wild hereditary algebra and M an
w xA-module such that the one-point extension algebra A M is piecewise heredi-
tary of type H.
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 .a M is either preprojecti¤e or preinjecti¤e or regular.
 . . w xb i If M is preprojecti¤e or preinjecti¤e, then A M is a tilted algebra,
i.e., quasitilted of type H-mod with H a hereditary algebra. The indecompos-
able direct summands of M lie on a slice in A-mod.
 .ii If M is regular, it is indecomposable and quasi-simple. There
X w r xexists an r g Z such that the one-point extension algebra A t M is qua-A
sitilted of type H for all r G rX.
In particular, a one-point extension of a connected wild hereditary
algebra with a regular module is piecewise hereditary if and only if the
one-point extension with some Auslander]Reiten translate of the module
 .is quasitilted Corollary 2.2 .
The second main result demonstrates that the Auslander]Reiten struc-
ture of those one-point extensions that are piecewise hereditary of type
H-mod for a wild hereditary algebra H bears many similarities with the
 w x.Auslander]Reiten structure of tilted algebras compare 15, 21 . Indeed
the only major difference appears to be the absence of a connecting
component.
If the one-point extension of a connected wild hereditary algebra A with
an indecomposable regular module R is a tilted algebra, we consider the
w yr xone-point extension A t R for any r G 1.A
THEOREM 2. The connected components of the Auslander]Reiten qui¤er
Ä yrw xof the algebra A [ A t R ha¤e the following structure:A
 .a There is precisely one preprojecti¤e component which is the prepro-
jecti¤e component of A.
 .b There is precisely one preinjecti¤e component which is the preinjec-
Äti¤e component of a wild concealed factor algebra C of A.
 .c The remaining components are of stable type Z A .‘
ÄIdentifying A-mod and C-mod with the corresponding subcategories of A-mod
one has
Ä ym .d Y g A-mod « t Y g A-mod for m c 0.ÄA
Ä m .e Y g A-mod « t Y g C-mod for m c 0.ÄA
 . y ym ymy1f V g A-mod regular « t t V s t V for m c 0.ÄA A A
 . m mq1g V g C-mod regular « t t V s t V for m c 0.ÄA C C
2. REDUCTION TO QUASITILTED ALGEBRAS
In this section, the base field k is assumed to be algebraically closed.
We investigate necessary conditions for a one-point extension of a wild
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hereditary algebra to be piecewise hereditary. The following additional
notation is needed.
If H is a hereditary abelian category and X g H an indecomposable
1  . Hobject with Ext X, X s 0, we denote by X the right perpendicularH
category of X, i.e., the full subcategory of H with objects Y g
<  . 1  .4 HH Hom X, Y s 0 s Ext X, Y . The category X is again a heredi-H H
w xtary abelian category 4 .
If M is an A-module and s an algebra automorphism of A, we denote
by M the A-module structure on the k-vector space M induced by s :s s
y1 .A m M “ M, a m m ‹ s a m.k
w x w xIt was shown in 17, 5.2 that two one-point extensions H M and
w X x XH M of a hereditary algebra H with non-projective modules M and M
are isomorphic as algebras if and only if there is an algebra automorphism
s of H such that M and M X are isomorphic as H-modules.s
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let H be a connected hereditary abelian category and
1  .X g H an indecomposable object with Ext X, X s 0 such that the rightH
perpendicular category X H is equi¤alent to the module category of a con-
nected wild hereditary algebra H X.
b H.  .Suppose T is a tilting complex in D X with A s End T wild heredi-
 .  w x.b btary, M s Hom T , X a regular A-module, and Hom T , X i s 0D H . D H .
for all i / 0. Then there exists rX g Z such that the one-point extension
w r x Xalgebra A t M is quasitilted of type H for all r G r .A
Proof. It follows from the assumptions that the complex X [ T is a
b .  w x.tilting complex in D H : Hom X [ T , T i s 0 holds for i / 0 since T is
b H.  w x.a tilting complex in D X ; Hom X, X i s 0 for i / 0 since H is
1 .hereditary and Ext X, X s 0.
w xNow 7, 1.7; 9, I, 4.8 imply that the category H has Auslander]Reiten
sequences. Without loss of generality we may assume that X is not
 y y .bprojective in H otherwise consider t X [ t T , and we have anH D H .
Auslander]Reiten sequence
0 “ t X “ Z “ X “ 0, 2.1 .H
H w xwhere Z lies in X 8, 2.2 .
 .  .Application of the functor Hom Y, ] to 2.1 shows that, for all objects
b H. b .Y g D X ; D H ,
Hom b Y , X , Hom b H Y , Z .  .D H . D  X .
 .as left End Y -modules.
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In particular, we have
Hom b H T , Z , Hom b T , X s M .  .D  X . D H .
as an A-module. The module M is nonzero since otherwise the endomor-
phism algebra of T [ X would not be connected, a contradiction to the
fact that T [ X is a tilting complex over the connected abelian category H.
T is a complex over a hereditary category and so is isomorphic to a
w x H  .direct sum of stalk complexes T s [ T i with T g X . Since End Ti iig Z
s A is a hereditary algebra, it follows that the summands of T form a slice
b H. w xin the Auslander]Reiten quiver of D X 5, III, 5.6 . In particular, all
T are either preinjective or preprojective and T / 0 for at most two i.i i
b H.The tilting complex T induces a triangle equivalence between D X
b .and D A that maps T to A, the free module of rank 1, and Z to M.A
H H w x b H.This implies that Z is a regular object in X s X 0 ; D X . Now
 .b Hfrom the fact that T is a slice and Hom T , Z / 0 it follows thatD  X .
w x w x HT s T y1 [ T 0 with T preinjective and T preprojective in X .y1 0 y1 0
Hence by application of a sufficiently large power of tyb H we canD  X .
 .translate the complex T completely into the preprojective component of
H w x X yrX H w xb HX 0 ; i.e., there exists r G 0 such that t g X 0 .D  X .
X Ä yrb HFor any r G r the complex T [ t T is a preprojective tiltingD  X .
module in X H with endomorphism algebra isomorphic to A. Further-
more,
Ä 1 ÄHom X , T s 0 s Ext X , T .  .H H
Ä Hsince T is in X , and
1 Ä 1 ÄHExt T , X s Ext T , Z s 0 .  .H X
Ä H Äsince T is preprojective in X while Z is regular. This implies that T [ X
b . w xis a tilting complex in D H that lies entirely in H 0 and hence is a tilting
object in H.
With
Ä ÄHHom T , X , Hom T , Z .  .H X
, Hom b H tyrb H T , Z .D  X . D  X .
, Hom b H T , t r b H Z .D  X . D  X .
, Hom b H T , t r H Z .D  X . X
, Hom b A , t r M .D  A. A
, t r MA
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it follows that
rÄEnd T [ X , A t M .H A
is a quasitilted algebra of type H.
With a case-by-case analysis we show that the conditions of Proposition
2.1 are always fulfilled for piecewise hereditary one-point extensions of
wild hereditary algebras with regular modules, and we get
THEOREM 1. Let A be a connected wild hereditary algebra and M an
w xA-module such that the one-point extension algebra A M is piecewise heredi-
tary of type H.
 .a M is either preprojecti¤e or preinjecti¤e or regular.
 . . w xb i If M is preprojecti¤e or preinjecti¤e, then A M is a tilted algebra,
i.e., quasitilted of type H-mod with H a hereditary algebra. The indecompos-
able direct summands of M lie on a slice in A-mod.
 .ii If M is regular, it is indecomposable and quasi-simple. There
X w r xexists r g Z such that the one-point extension algebra A t M is quasitilted ofA
type H for all r G rX.
Ä . w xProof. a Let A s A M as above and let P be the new indecompos-v
Äable projective A-module with radical isomorphic to M.
 w x.bThen we have Hom P , Y i s 0 for all A-modules Y and allÄD  A. v
 w x.bi g Z, as well as Hom A, P i s 0 for i / 0, both via the canonicalÄD  A. v
Ä b Ä .embeddings A-mod ¤ A-mod ¤ D A .
b b Ä .  .Let F: D H “ D A be a triangle equivalence. Then there is a
b . b .tilting complex X [ T g D H with X g D H indecomposable without
Ä b Ä .  .  .self-extensions, F X , P , and F T , A g A-mod ; D A .v
Since H is hereditary, X is isomorphic to a stalk complex, and we may
assume without loss of generality that X is concentrated in degree 0; i.e.,
it can be interpreted as an indecomposable object of H. It then follows
 w x.  w x.b bfrom Hom X, T i s Hom P , A i s 0 for all i g Z that TÄD H . D  A. v
b H.lies actually in D X and is a tilting complex in that category.
 .  w x.b bWe also have End T , A and Hom T , X i s 0 for i / 0.D  A. D  A.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we may assume that X is not
projective in H, that we have an Auslander]Reiten sequence
0 “ t X “ Z “ X “ 0,H
where Z g X H , and that
w x w xb b HHom Y i , X , Hom Y i , Z .  .D H . D  X .
for all Y g X H and all i g Z.
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This implies
Hom b H T , Z , Hom b T , X , Hom A , P , M .  .  .ÄD  X . D H . A v s
as an A-module, where s is an automorphism of A.
Also, the triangle equivalence induced by the tilting complex T g
b H.D X shows that the positions of the indecomposable direct summands
b .of M and Z in the Auslander]Reiten quivers of D A respectively
b H.D X are the same. In particular, M has a direct summand lying in a
component of type Z A if and only if Z does, and the quasi-lengths of‘
these summands coincide.
Now there are different cases depending on the type of H and the
position of X in the Auslander]Reiten quiver of H.
If H is derived equivalent to the module category of a hereditary
algebra, we may assume without loss of generality that H s H-mod with H
wild hereditary. Likewise for H derived equivalent to a category of coher-
ent sheaves over a weighted projective line we will assume that indeed
 .H s coh X .
 .a If H s H-mod and X is either indecomposable preinjective or
indecomposable preprojective, we may assume that X is a sincere non-pro-
 " mbjective H-module otherwise apply to X [ T the functor t for suit-D H .
.  .  w x.able m . Then the slice S [ S “ X in H-mod see 20, 4.2.6 contains
X and all direct summands of Z. By construction, all indecomposable
modules in S are either isomorphic to X or lie in X H . Obviously, the
modules in S l X H form a slice in X H that contains all indecomposable
direct summands of Z. This implies that the summands of Z lie on a slice
in X H , and consequently the summands of M lie on a slice in A-mod.
w xFor this case Happel et al. have shown in 9, III, 2.7 that the one-point
w x  . .extension A M is a tilted algebra, which proves b i .
In particular, the summands of M are either all preprojective or all
preinjective.
 . Hb If H s H-mod and X is indecomposable regular, X is equiva-
lent to the module category of a wild hereditary algebra which is derived
equivalent to A. With A also X H is connected and hence X is a
quasi-simple module. Then it is known that Z is an indecomposable
module which is a regular quasi-simple object in X H , and so M is
w xindecomposable regular and quasi-simple, too 17, 3.1 , and we can apply
Proposition 2.1.
 .  .g If H s coh X for a weighted projective line X, it follows that X
cannot be a finite-length sheaf, because in that case the perpendicular
H  X.category X would be equivalent to a category of type coh X or
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 X. Xcoh X @L-mod where X is a weighted projective line and L is a quiver
 . w xalgebra of type A m G 1 14, Kap. 6 . This would be a contradiction tom
b H. b . b  X..D X , D A with A wild hereditary since D coh X always has
b .tubes as components of the Auslander]Reiten quiver while D A does
not.
This implies that X is a vector bundle, and X H is equivalent to the
module category of a wild hereditary algebra H X which is concealed
w xequivalent to A 14, 5.4 .
H  . XIf P is the minimal projective generator of X with End P , HX X
X  . X Xw X x  .and Z s Hom P , Z g H -mod, the algebra H Z s End P [ X isX H X
w xa quasitilted algebra which implies by 9, III, 2.13 that Z is quasi-simple
regular in X H , and so M is quasi-simple regular in A-mod and Proposi-
tion 2.1 can be applied.
 .d In case H is not derived equivalent to a category of type H-mod
 . w xor coh X , Happel and Reiten have proved in 8, 6.1 that all nonzero
w x Hobjects in H have infinite length. Then, by 8, 4.14 , the category X is
equivalent to a module category of a hereditary k-algebra H X which is
 .concealed equivalent to A. Now the same arguments as in g complete
 .  . .the proof of a and b ii .
w xCOROLLARY 2.2. A one-point extension A M of a wild hereditary algebra
A with a regular module M is piecewise hereditary of type H if and only if there
X w r xis some r g Z such that the one-point extension A t M is quasitilted of typeA
H for all r G rX.
 . .Proof. The ``only if'' part is a consequence Theorem 1 b ii . The ``if''
w xpart follows from a result of Lukas 19, 5.2.4 that for hereditary A and
w x w xregular R g A-mod the algebras A R and A t R are derived equivalent.A
3. THE AUSLANDER]REITEN STRUCTURE
In this section we investigate the Auslander]Reiten structure of those
one-point extensions of hereditary algebras with regular modules that are
derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra H.
In Section 2 the assumption of k being algebraically closed was only
required in case the underlying hereditary category H was not equivalent
to H-mod for a wild hereditary k-algebra H. The proofs of Proposition 2.1,
Theorem 1, and Corollary 2.2 work for arbitrary k if we have H , H-mod.
Therefore, we drop the assumption k algebraically closed and now only
assume that k is an arbitrary commutative field.
From Theorem 1 and its proof we see that it is sufficient to consider the
w yr x w xcase of a piecewise hereditary one-point extension A t R where A R isA
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the endomorphism algebra of a tilting H-module X [ Q with X regular
quasisimple and Q the minimal projective generator of X H .
For the entire section, we fix the following:
Let H be a connected wild hereditary algebra and X g H-mod a
quasi-simple regular module without self-extensions.
 .By P respectively I we denote the minimal projective generatorX X
 .respectively injective cogenerator of the right perpendicular cate-
gory X H .
 .  .Let A be the endomorphism algebra A s End P , End I . ThenH X H X
A is a connected wild hereditary algebra. Moreover, X H, A-mod with the
 . Hequivalence given by the functor Hom P , ] : X “ A-mod.X
The module X [ P is a tilting H-module with endomorphism algebraX
 . w xEnd X [ P , A R where R is a regular quasi-simple A-module. RH X
 .can be computed as Hom P , Z with Z the middle term of the Auslan-X
der]Reiten sequence
0 “ t X “ Z “ X “ 0.H
Finally, we fix some r G 1.
The aim of this section is to give a description of the structure of the
Ä yrw xAuslander]Reiten quiver of the one-point extension algebra A [ A t R .A
From Corollary 2.2 we know that this algebra is piecewise hereditary of
w xtype H. However, for large r it is not a tilted algebra by 17, 5.4 .
w x w yr xIn 10 it was proved that A t R is iterated tilted of type H; i.e., thereA
w yr xis a sequence of algebras H s A , A , . . . , A s A t R and tilting mod-0 1 l A
 .ules T g A -mod for 0 F i F l y 1 such that for all i we have End T ,i i A ii
  .  ..A , and for all i the induced torsion pairs X T , Y T ; A -modiq1 i i iq1
split. In fact, we will show that it is possible to choose l s 2:
PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists a tilted algebra B of type H and a tilting
Ä Ä Ä Ä .   .B-module T with End T , A, such that the induced torsion pair X T ,B
Ä Ä ..Y T ; A-mod splits.
Proof. let T be the module T [ t ry1H I which is a tilting module in0 0 X X
X H . From the numbers of isoclasses of simple objects in the respective
categories it follows that as an object of H-mod the module T is0
an almost complete tilting module in the sense of Happel and Unger
w x H12 . Since X is a non-projective H-module, X and hence T is sincere0
over H.
w xBy 12, 1.1 and 2.3 this implies that there are two non-isomorphic
indecomposable complements T , T to T in H-mod as well as a short1 2 0
exact sequence
0 “ T “ T X “ T “ 0 3.1 .2 0 1
X  .with T g add T .0 0
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 .Let T s T [ T and B s End T .0 1 H
  .  ..The tilting module T defines two torsion pairs G T , F T ; H-mod
  .  ..and X T , Y T ; B-mod where
< 1G T s Y g H-mod Ext T , Y s 0 .  . 4H
<F T s Y g H-mod Hom T , Y s 0 4 .  .H
<X T s V g B-mod T m V s 0 4 . B
< BY T s V g B-mod Tor T , V s 0 .  . 41
and tilting functors
F s Hom T , ] : H-mod “ B-mod .T H
FX s Ext1 T , ] : H-mod “ B-mod .T H
 .  .  .  .that restrict to equivalences G T “ Y T respectively F T “ X T .
By construction, T is a preinjective object in X H and so it does not0
map to the X H -regular module Z:
Hom T , X s Hom H T , Z s 0. .  .H 0 X 0
 .This implies Hom T , X s 0 since T is generated by T ; i.e., X lies inH 1 0
 . X  .F T and F X is an indecomposable B-module without self-extensions.T
Ä X .  .We claim that T [ F T [ F X is a tilting B-module with endo-T 0 T
Ämorphism algebra isomorphic to A: The module X has the property
1  . HExt X, T s 0 because T lies in X and T is generated by T . NowH 0 1 0
w xthe dual version of 11, 5.1 shows that there is a short exact sequence
0 “ X “ T “ T “ 0 3.2 .a b
 .with T , T g add T .a b
 .  .Applying the functor Hom T , ] to 3.2 we get the sequenceH
0 “ F T “ F T “ FX X “ 0, .  .  .T a T b T
X  .which shows that F X has projective dimension at most 1.T
 . X  .With T and X also F T and F X have no self-extensions, and0 T 0 T
  .  ..since X T , Y T is a split torsion pair in B-mod it follows that also
1   . X  ..Ext F T , F X s 0.B T 0 T
The remaining relation is
Ext1 FX X , F T , Hom X , T s 0, .  .  . .B T T 0 H 0
Äshowing that T is a partial tilting module and in fact a tilting module as
follows from the number of its indecomposable direct summands.
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ÄFor the computation of the endomorphism algebra of T we observe that
End F T , End T , End H I , A .  .  . .B T 0 H 0 X X
End FX X , End X , k .  . .B T H
Hom FX X , F T s 0 .  . .B T T 0
Hom F T , FX X , Ext1 T , X .  .  . .B T 0 T H 0
, Ext1 T , Z .H 0
, D Hom H Z, t H T .X X 0
, D Hom R , t r DA .A A
, tyrR ,A
where the last chain are isomorphisms of A-modules.
  . X  .. w yr xTherefore, End F T [ F X , A t R .B T 0 T A
ÄTo see that the induced torsion pair on A-mod splits we first show that
Ä X X X Ä .   ..  .  .  .F T s add F t X : F t X s t F X lies in F T by Hoshino'sT H T H B T
X Äw x  .  .lemma 13, Lemma 2 since F X is Ext-projective in G T .T
On the other hand, all indecomposable projective B-modules except
Ä Ä Ä .  .  <  . 4F T are direct summands of T and so F T s Y Hom T , Y s 0T 1 B
contains only one indecomposable object, namely the simple module
 . X  .corresponding to F T . In particular, F t X is this simple module.T 1 T H
X  .  .The module F t X is an element of X T and so has injectiveT H
Äw x  . w xdimension of at most 1 2, 1.7 , which shows that id F T F 1. By 13 this
implies the assertion.
ÄNow the two-step tilting process H “ B “ A introduced in Proposition
3.1 can be used to prove the main result on the structure of Auslander]
Reiten components for piecewise hereditary one-point extensions:
THEOREM 2. The connected components of the Auslander]Reiten qui¤er
Äof the algebra A ha¤e the following structure:
 .a There is precisely one preprojecti¤e component which is the prepro-
jecti¤e component of A.
 .b There is precisely one preinjecti¤e component which is the preinjec-
Äti¤e component of a wild concealed factor algebra C of A.
 .c The remaining components are of stable type Z A .‘
ÄIdentifying A-mod and C-mod with the corresponding subcategories of A-mod
one has
Ä ym .d Y g A-mod « t Y g A-mod for m c 0.ÄA
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Ä m .e Y g A-mod « t Y g C-mod for m c 0.ÄA
 . y ym ymy1f V g A-mod regular « t t V s t V for m c 0.ÄA A A
 . m mq1g V g C-mod regular « t t V s t V for m c 0.ÄA C C
ÄThis means the Auslander]Reiten quiver of A-mod can be visualized as
in Fig. 1.
 . w xAs can be seen from dual versions of 15, Theorem 1; 21, 7.5 , this is
very similar to the Auslander]Reiten structure of tilted one-point exten-
sions. The major difference is the absence of a connecting component. In
Äfact, if the algebra A is not only piecewise hereditary but tilted, Theorem
2 shows that the connecting component is the preinjective component,
since the preprojective component contains too few Auslander]Reiten
orbits and all remaining components have stable type Z A .‘
Ä .  .Proof of Theorem 2. a and f immediately follow from the fact that A
is a one-point extension of a hereditary algebra with a regular module
w xtogether with 16, 4.6; 20, 2.5 .
An important tool for the proof of the remaining parts is the following
lemma:
 k yl .HLEMMA 3.2. Hom t I , t X s 0 for all k, l G 0.H X X H
The proof is done by induction on l.
FIG. 1. Auslander]Reiten quiver of a piecewise hereditary one-point extension.
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 .  . HHThe case l s 0 uses that Hom Y, X s Hom Y, Z for all Y g X ,H X
in particular,
Hom t k H I , X s Hom H t k H I , Z s 0 .  .H X X X X X
since t k H I is preinjective in X H while Z is regular.X X
w xNow 3, Lemmas 2 and 3 show that for any k G 0 there is s G 0 and ak
short exact sequence
0 “ t X sk “ t kq1H I “ t t k H I “ 0. 3.3 .H X X H X X
 .The long exact sequence obtained by applying to 3.3 the functor
 yl .  kq1 yl .HHom ], t X shows that the condition Hom t I , t X s 0 im-H H H X X H
 k yl .  k yly1 .H Hplies Hom t t I , t X s 0 and hence Hom t I , t X s 0.H H X X H H X X H
This completes the induction.
COROLLARY 3.3. For all l G y1,
tyl X g F T and tyF X tyl X s FX tyly1X . .  .  .H B T H T H
 . HProof. Hom T , t X s 0 is a consequence of T g X whereasH 0 H 0
 yl .Hom T , t X s 0 for l G 0 follows from Lemma 3.2. In both cases, weH 0 H
 yl .get Hom T , t X s 0 from the fact that T is generated by T .H H 1 0
The second assertion is an immediate consequence of the first one.
X  .From Corollary 3.3 we see that F X does not belong to the t -orbit ofT B
an injective B-module; in particular, it is not preinjective in B-mod.
1  X  . .This implies that for M g B-mod preinjective we have Ext F X , MB T
1 Ä Ä .  .s 0 and hence Ext T , M s 0, i.e., M g G T .B
Moreover, for all indecomposable direct summands U of T the module0
X  . X  .F t U is an indecomposable injective B-module, and so F F t U isÄT H T T H
Äindecomposable injective over A since the corresponding indecomposable
Ä .projective B-modules F U are direct summands of T.T
Ä X  .The A-module F F t T is not injective; the corresponding Auslan-ÄT T H 1
der]Reiten sequence can be found from the injective resolution of
X  . X  .F t X in B-mod: Since F t X is the simple B-module correspondingT H T H
 .to F T , it has an injective resolutionT 1
pX X X0 “ F t X “ F t T “ F t T “ 0 3.4 .  .  .  .T H T H 1 T H c
 .with T g add T .c 0
This induces the short exact sequence
 .F pÄTX X X X60 “ F F t T F F t T “ F F t X “ 0, .  .  .Ä Ä ÄT T H 1 T T H c T T H
which is an Auslander]Reiten sequence since it is non-split and with p
 .also F p is an irreducible map.ÄT
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 .This implies that the preinjective component I B of B, which is the
preinjective component of a wild concealed factor algebra CX of B due to
Äw x   ..21 , gives rise to a preinjective component over A consisting of F I BÄT
X X  .plus at most one additional indecomposable module, namely F F t X .ÄT T H
ÄIt is the preinjective component of a factor algebra C of A which is
concealed equivalent to CX.
The remaining results will show that it is indeed the unique preinjective
Äcomponent of A.
 .To prove e it is sufficient to show that for the relative Auslander]Re-
Ä .iten translation t in G T we haveÄG T .
Ä t X .LEMMA 3.4. For all Y g G T there is N such that t Y g C -mod forÄG T .
all t G N.
Ä .The assertion of the lemma is trivial for objects contained in G T l
 .  X .Y T : It is easily seen that such objects must be of the form F Y whereT
Y X lies in X H and is generated by T . Hence the indecomposables0
Ä l .  .  .HY g G T l Y T are precisely the F t Q with l F r y 1 and QT X
indecomposable injective in X H .
With
Hom F T , F t l H I s Hom F t ry1H I , F t l H I .  .  .  . .  .B T 0 T X X B T X X T X X
, Hom A , t lyrq1A .A A
, t lyrq1AA
Äas A-modules and hence as A-modules the images of these modules under
ÄF are preprojective in A-mod and so are mapped to zero by repeatedÄT
application of t . The same then holds for the relative Auslander]ReitenÄA
translation t .ÄG T .
Ä Ä .  .  .Now let Y g G T such that for all t G 0 we have Y g G T l X Tt
where Y s t t Y.Ät G T .
From Hoshino's lemma it follows that there are short exact sequences
0 “ Y “ t Y “ S “ 0, 3.5 .tq1 B t tq1
Ä X .   ..where the S are in F T s add F t X .tq1 T H
 . w x  .All terms in these sequences lie in X T . By 2, 1.7 all objects in X T
have injective dimension at most 1 and hence the functor ty is isomorphicB
1  .to Ext D], B on this subcategory. Together withB B
Hom DtynFX t X , B , Hom DB , tynFX t X .  . .  .B B T H B B B T H
, Hom FX t T , FX tynq1X .  . .B T H T H
, Hom T , tyn X .H H
s 0
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 .for all n G 0 it follows that the sequences 3.5 remain exact under
application of tyty1.B
For all t this gives a monomorphism tyty1Y ¤ tyt Y leading to anB tq1 B t
infinite chain of monomorphisms
??? ¤ tytt t Y ¤ ??? ¤ ty2t 2 Y ¤ tyt Y ¤ Y ,Ä Ä ÄB G T . B G T . B G T .
which becomes stationary after finitely many steps; i.e., there is an N such0
that
tyN 0yit N0qi Y , tyN 0t N0 Y and hence t N0qi Y , t i t N0 YB B BÄ Ä Ä ÄG T . G T . G T . G T .
for all i G 0.
Now the claim follows from the structure of the Auslander]Reiten
w xcomponents of tilted algebras 15, Theorem 1 .
ÄSince the assertion also holds for the indecomposable injective A-mod-
ules, it follows that the preinjective component determined by C is the
Ä .unique preinjective component of G A .
Morever, with the exception of the preprojective and the preinjective
Ä .component, all components of G A are determined by regular compo-
 .  .nents of G C and hence have stable type Z A , which proves c .‘
 .For d we have to show:
Ä ymLEMMA 3.5. For any U g A-mod there is an M with t U g A-mod forÄA
all m G M.
Without loss of generality we may assume that U is indecomposable and
Äneither preprojective nor part of the t -orbit of an injective A-module,ÄA
since in these cases the statement is trivial. Under these assumptions the
  ..t -orbit of U lies entirely in F X T .Ä ÄA T
 .  . tHence for all t there exists Y g X T such that F Y , t U, and asÄ Ät T t A
above there are short exact sequences
0 “ Y “ t Y “ S “ 0 3.6 .yt B yty1 t
 X  ..with S g add F t X .t T H
 .  .  .By e there is a t in general, t - 0 such that F Y is a regularÄ0 0 T yt0
C-module and hence Y a regular CX-module.yt 0
m X  . XLikewise, for large m the module t F X is a regular C -module, andB T
the Auslander]Reiten translations in B-mod and in CX-mod coincide.
From the homomorphism structure of the regular components of wild
hereditary algebras it now follows that there is an M we may assume
.  m X . .M G 1 such that Hom t F X , Y s 0 for all m G M.B B yt0
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We first show that this implies
 X  . .LEMMA 3.6. Hom t F X , Y s 0 for all t G M q t y 1, t G 1.B B T yt 0
 mq 1 X  . .Proof. It is sufficient to show that from Hom t F X , Y s 0B B T yt
 m X  . .and m G 1 it also follows that Hom t F X , Y s 0.B B T yty1
 mq 1 X  . .For this we apply the functor Hom t F X , ] to the short exactB B T
 .sequence 3.6 , which yields an exact sequence
0“Hom t mq 1FX X , Y “ Hom t mq 1FX X , t Y .  . .  .B B T yt B B T B yty1
“ Hom t mq 1FX X , S “ ??? . . .B B T t
 i X  . iym X  ..The nonzero homomorphisms in Hom t F X , t F X with 1 F iB B T B T
F m q 1 do not factor through either projective or injective B-modules:
i X  .  .The t F X g X T do not map to the projectives which are containedB T
 .  iym X  ..  iym .in Y T , and Hom DB, t F X , Hom t T , t X s 0 followsB B T H H H
from Corollary 3.3.
Hence the groups of homomorphisms, stable homomorphisms modulo
the projectives, and stable homomorphisms modulo the injectives are all
isomorphic, and we have
X X X Xmq1 mq1Hom t F X , t F X , Hom t F X , t F X .  .  .  . .  .BB B T B T B T B T
, Hom t mFX X , FX X .  . .B T TB
X Xm, Hom t F X , F X .  . .B B T T
, ???
, Hom t FX X , t 1ymFX X .  . .B B T B T
, Hom t X , t 1ymX s 0. .H H H
 mq 1 X  . .This implies that Hom t F X , S also vanishes, and soB B T t
Hom t mq 1FX X , Y , Hom t mq 1FX X , t Y , .  . .  .B B T yt B B T B yty1
where the first term is zero by assumption.
It follows by the usual arguments that
Hom t mFX X , Y , Hom t mFX X , Y .  . .  .B B T yty1 B T yty1B
Xmq1, Hom t F X , t Y . .B B T B yty1
s 0.
 X  . .To prove that also Hom F X , Y s 0 for all t G M q t y 1, weB T yty1 0
 .  X  . .again consider the sequence 3.6 and apply Hom t F X , ] to it.B B T
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This induces the exact sequence
0“Hom t FX X , Y “ Hom t FX X , t Y .  . .  .B B T yt B B T B yty1
“ Hom t FX X , S “ ??? , . .B B T t
 X  . .where Hom t F X , Y vanishes for t G M q t y 1.B B T yt 0
 X  ..  X  ..S lies in add t F X and End t F X is isomorphic to k. Hencet B T B B T
 X  . .any non-zero morphism in Hom t F X , S is a split monomorphismB B T t
 X  .and the above sequence shows that the same holds for Hom t F X ,B B T
. X  . yty1t Y . Hence Y , F X , i.e., t U , P , an impossibility.ÄB yty1 yty1 T A v
 X  . .This implies that Hom t F X , t Y s 0 and soB B T B yty1
Hom P , tyty1U , Hom FX X , Y . . .Ä ÄA v A B T yty1
, Hom FX X , Y . .T yty1B
X, Hom t F X , t Y . .B B T B yty1
s 0,
which shows that tytU g A-mod for t G M q t .ÄA 0
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